Yukiko, Hsiao-Yee, Yvonne, Gail,Leanne,Patricia, Clare, Margo,Marjie, Leslie and Devi.Missing Luna and Hillary.
Next week photo of Ashland Staff Goddesses

Aloha LoveTribe,
It's official ... Semi-Annual Sale begins now. First week 30% off of
Everything (except 50% off racks) even the $10, 20, 24 & $38 racks!
Password: LoveTribe Public is 20% off so remember that password!
New in this week which will also be part of the sale (even though already
discounted) from my friend Eileen, a distributer of European designers:
Nor, a beautiful sophisticated casualness from Norway. Coats, jackets,
dresses, tunics and pants. High end fabrics and construction.
Maria P Grazia, one of my favorite designers for her inspiring creativity,
excellent quality fabrics and amazing couture tailoring. She retired last

year, so this will be the last of her designs :(
Eroke Italy, dresses, skirts, pants, jackets in fun prints (most reversible for
2 different looks). This is a very flattering fabric and cuts, that although
fitted, still manage to make a smooth look.
And a small assortment of Cop Copine and Nana Nucci.
Abundance of NEW "mens" shirts by Eight X!
Also an abundance of Johnny Was (it is still being put out).
Plus the fabulous jewelry, scarves, shoes, boots, socks, leggings, coats,
sweaters, blouses from all the fantastic designers we carry.
I've received appreciation from MANY of you last week that found value in
my words and are living into our meme for 2020 ...
Miracles a plenty in 2020.So here's more ...
All situations in life can have miracles making them easier, more fun or just
making it possible to get through the day! Although it's possible to have the
miracle of ease, grace, fun and extreme joy without any challenge (which
most of us have experienced for some amount of time... some briefly some
for extended periods), we live in a world where suffering exists. And
although it's possible to have compassion for another without suffering
over their suffering, that is very difficult to do. It's takes a lot of practice,
though does get easier. There are also those marathon times in our life,
with petal to the metal, and the challenge is to stay present, calm and carry
on.
I had a dream at the peak of a challenging situation:
I was climbing Mt Everest (or some peak there). The dream wasn't about
the climb I only remember being near the top. My friend Christine who has
lived and climbed in Nepal was up on top laughing and talking/celebrating
with others. I didn't have the energy to pull myself up. I looked at the long
drop down, realizing I wasn't going to make it, I wondered what it would be
like falling all that way. I wanted to let them on top know I wasn't going to
make it but didn't know how to get their attention. And somehow just the
thought of wanting to let them know, did let them know ... And they just
pulled me up! Then I was looking at this peak from a distance and saw
there was a scaffolding like support system at the top to help people up. I
wasn't going to fall, the support system was in place. Earlier that day, I
communicated a situation was too much for me and it shifted! And small
miracles every day made for a very smooth passage with the ability to stay
present to the miraculous and feel the support system in place.
A support system for us all (even those that don't realize this) is the

women's march on Saturday. It is supporting a new way forward, while
disrupting the fear based world which has money hoarding, war, mysogyny
as normal instead of recognizing them as symptoms of disease.
Soooo, if you have an instinct to get out and dance/march Saturday ...
follow that urge into our new roaring 20's!
And as Christine's partner Craig says, Lets hope (envision) the world has
2020 vision this year and can see through the smoke screen to what is
really happening and effect positive change.
Enjoy the miraculous! Count your miracles!
xoxo Devi

Just a small sampling of new styles in, though not all styles/sizes in all shops.

cashmere in purple, rust, wine, blush, gray and black

20%

Password : LoveTribe

off any

30% off all sweaters
30% off all coats
Good for a week!

1 item

30% off all velvets

20% off 1 piece expires when love no longer rules (It will always rule Outback)

